Cascade
Cascade
Keith Melbourne again proves that engineered products can have heart. Although it can clearly be described as sharp, streamlined and engineered, the timber Cascade range is also imbued with a wonderful character and warmth.

CASCADE TABLE AND BENCH

FEATURES
Available in a range of sizes and with the ability to support centralized power and data distribution.
Cascade Benches: Due to their scale and function the Cascade benches are manufactured entirely from solid timber.
Cascade Table: In order to reduce environmental impact and improve construction, the Cascade table is manufactured from a combination of environmental timber block board, veneer and solid timber.

FINISHES
Timber: American White Oak

DESIGN
Keith Melbourne

DIMENSIONS
Bench Dimensions:
1460mmL x 320mmW
1760mmL x 320mmW
2060mmL x 320mmW
Table Dimensions:
1800mmL x 900mmW
2100mmL x 900/1000/1100mmW
2400mmL x 900/1000/1100mmW